SURGICAL TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH EXTRAORGANIC TUMORS OF THE PELVIC LOCALIZATION WITH INVASION OF THE ILIAC VESSELS

Abstract. The aim of our study was to determine the indications for expanding the scope of operations in patients with pelvic extraorgan local formations.

Materials and methods. The results of surgical treatment of 7 patients with non-organ tumors of the pelvic localization, who underwent resection on the main vessels in connection with their involvement in the tumor process, are presented.

Results and discussion. A total of 7 interventions were performed on the iliac arteries — 2 resections with an end-to-end anastomosis and 5 prostheses (one case — the aorta resection with reconstruction with a bifurcation prosthesis).

Patients with pelvic extraorgan tumors are a special cohort of patients, due to the presence of several organs in a narrow space, which inevitably causes them to fit snugly to the tumor. Locally advanced tumor process in extraorganic tumors involving the main vessels of the pelvis and adjacent organs is not a reason to refuse surgery, and despite the complications, repeated recurrences and previous operations, are well tolerated by patients. This is especially important due to the lack of a real alternative to surgical treatment of this group of patients.

Conclusions. Surgical intervention in the treatment of pelvic inorganic tumors involving the main vessels is the only radical method of treatment. Invasion of the main arterial and venous vessels is not a contraindication to surgery in patients with pelvic tumors. Combined angioplastic interventions allow to achieve a long without recurrent period even after cytoreductive operations.
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Introduction

Tumors that are localized in the extraperitoneal space, between the peritoneal leaf of the mesentery, subperitoneally in the pelvic cavity and have no organ affiliation, are combined into the concept of extraorganic extraperitoneal tumors [1, 2]. It is believed that the first description of extraorganic extraperitoneal tumors was given by Benivieni in 1507, and in 1829 Lobstein proposed the term «extraperitoneal sarcoma». In the next century, there were many scientific publications on the problem of extraorganic peritoneal tumors. Unfortunately, most of them are based on a few clinical observations or are a description of individual clinical cases [1–4].

A number of foreign authors generally consider extraorganic peritoneal tumors in a single complex with soft tissue neoplasms, based only on their histogenesis, not taking into account the localization, namely the latter largely determines the specificity of diagnostic and therapeutic tactics [4]. This fact is mainly due to the rarity of this pathology, according to various authors, extraorganic peritoneal tumors account for 0.03 to 1.0% of all human tumors [3–6].

Extraorganic peritoneal tumors are extremely diverse in their morphological structure of the group of tumors [4]. Inorganic neoplasms of pelvic localization are difficult in terms of diagnosis and treatment. This is due to the following circumstances: topographic and anatomical relationships of pelvic tumors are such that they are close to the structures of the extraperitoneal space (iliac arteries and veins, ureters, nerves) and pelvic organs (rectum, uterus, bladder, prostate), often becomes the cause of their invasion; the rigid bone structure of the pelvis limits the possibilities of operative access and the convenience of manipulation in this area [4, 6].

Such patients, not infrequently, are denied surgical treatment due to the technical complexity of surgery and, as is commonly believed, deliberately palliative in nature; the effectiveness of radiation therapy and chemotherapy for pelvic extraorgan tumors is quite modest, in this regard, the main role is played by the surgical method. The desire of surgeons to preserve the tumor-affected vessel at all costs, often leaving a tumor infiltration on its wall, which significantly increases the risk of recurrence of the disease, should be considered erroneous.
Oncological adequacy of surgery requires monoblock removal of the tumor-affected organ and resection of the blood vessel, followed by its reconstruction [7]. It should be recognized that the performance of operations related to resection, as well as one or another type of vascular plasticity in pelvic extraperitoneal tumors, can only afford large, technically equipped surgical centers with qualified surgical personnel [6]. This provision is explained as follows: the surgical team must be morally and technically ready for such operations, because not always at the stage of preoperative examination can reliably detect and confirm tumor invasion of the main vessel; removal of pelvic tumors is often accompanied by massive blood loss and requires the coordinated work of anesthesiologists, resuscitators and blood transfusion services; the operating room must be equipped with modern types of vascular suture material, synthetic prostheses and surgical instruments; combined interventions should be performed by highly professional oncosurgeons trained in vascular surgery or joint teams of abdominal and vascular surgeons.

In the literature there are isolated publications on vascular plasticity in the removal of extraperitoneal tumors. Some of them suggest that the removal of extraperitoneal tumors together with the vessel involved in the tumor process not only increases the radicality of the intervention, but also improves the quality of life and long-term results [8]. In favor of extended combined interventions with vascular resection is the fact that patients who have undergone even palliative resection of main vessels, live significantly longer than patients who have undergone non-radical or cytoreductive surgery without vascular resection [9].

Currently, based on the fact that there is no alternative to surgical treatment for pelvic extraorgan tumors, the role of preoperative diagnostic methods in assessing the prevalence of the tumor process and the involvement of blood vessels [6, 9]. The access of choice for pelvic extraorgan tumors is through peritoneal, because midline laparotomy allows a complete revision of the abdomen and pelvis, assess the location of the tumor and its relationship with surrounding structures, provide access to the main vessels, visual inspection of the anterior organs and create adequate zone [10].

Based on the considerations of radicalism, it is optimal to extracapsular allocation of the tumor as a single block with the surrounding tissue and organs involved in the process. Only in this way [9-11] it is possible to adhere to the principle of ablasicity.

The aim of study

To determine the indications for expanding the scope of operations in patients with pelvic extraorgan local formations.

Materials and methods

The results of surgical treatment of 7 patients with non-organ tumors of the pelvic localization, who underwent resection on the main vessels in connection with their involvement in the tumor process, are presented. In all patients, the tumor was mainly located in the pelvic cavity, thus, the tumors were attributed by us to pelvic extraorganic tumors. In the treatment of patients, we were guided by data depending on preoperative diagnosis and intraoperative data.

The group of patients included 3 men and 4 women aged 26 to 75 years (mean age 54 years). Among the histological forms of the tumor, liposarcomas predominated — 4 observations (including tumors with a high degree of differentiation, G1 — 2 cases and with a low degree of differentiation, G3 — 2 cases), leiomyosarcomas — 2 observations (G1/G3 — 1 case) and 1 case шванноми.

Surgical interventions in a radical volume were performed in 4 patients, in 3 cases the reason for the non-radical nature of the operation was the growth of the tumor in the bone structures (pelvic walls, spine). Recurrent tumors occurred in 4 cases. The size of the tumor ranged from 10 to 50 cm in diameter. Two patients underwent exploratory laparotomies before hospitalization in other clinics (tumors were recognized as unresectable due to vascular invasion), and one patient underwent chemotherapy. One patient underwent resection and plastic surgery of the left external iliac artery with an end-to-end anastomosis during the first operation. In case of tumor recurrence involving the aorta after 2 years, we performed a second operation with resection of the abdominal aorta (below the renal vessels) and external iliac arteries with prosthetics.

The introduction of an aggressive surgical approach into our practice was helped by the use of personal experience of angioplasty in this group of patients and the analysis of data from the world literature.

Results and discussion

A total of 7 interventions were performed on the iliac arteries — 2 resections with an end-to-end anastomosis and 5 prostheses, one bottom on the aorta — resection with reconstruction with a bifurcation prosthesis. The spread of the tumor to neighboring organs occurred in 5 patients. In one patient with extraperitoneal leiomyosarcoma involving the right common iliac vessels, metastases in the left lobe of the liver were detected before the operation, in connection with which the first stage was performed extended left hemihepatectomy, and a month later the second stage — tumor removal with vascular resection and prosthetics. Thus, the main proportion of patients at the time of surgery had a pronounced locally advanced tumor process in the
abdominal cavity with the involvement of neighboring organs and main vessels. Reconstruction of the resected artery on an end-to-end basis was performed using Prolen 4/0 suture material. Prosthetics of external iliac arteries was performed with a vascular prosthesis PTFE company Gortex, aorta — bifurcated corrugated prosthesis of the same company. Before stopping the blood flow, all patients were administered unfractionated heparin at a dose of 5,000 IU. In the event of massive intraoperative bleeding, autoinfusion of own erythrocytes was used to restore blood loss. Intraoperative blood loss averaged 2,600 ml (300 to 4,200 ml), due to the development of a rich network of extraperitoneal blood vessels, as well as a network of venous collaterals and their forced damage during mobilization.

Operations without resection of adjacent organs were performed in two patients with primary tumors, and one of them in the event of subsequent recurrence performed a combined operation. Among the removed organs were kidneys — in 2 cases, adrenal gland — in 1 case, uterine appendages — in 2 cases, colon — in 1 case, appendix — In 2 cases, and in 2 cases ureteral resection was performed, with one of them, without a primary anastomosis, with the formation of an external nephrostomy. Patients with pelvic extraorganic tumors are a special cohort of patients: the presence of several organs in a narrow space inevitably causes at least a close fit to the tumor, even with the small size of the latter. Expansion of the surgical reception and excision of the tumor with its bed and adjacent tissues means in practice a mutilated operation with the removal of several organs. On the other hand, evisceration of the pelvic organs is an unacceptable tactic in all patients. Removal of the tumor leaving the capsule is a safe method of surgery, however, almost always inevitably leads to recurrence of the disease.

Coupling-like coverage of the main vessels by the tumor usually means either a direct invasion of the vessel wall, or the involvement of the adventitia. In our opinion, the involvement of the vessel by more than 50% of the semicircle detected by CT, or obvious signs of ingrowth in direct angiography should be considered as a direct indication for angioplasty. In most patients, we did not encounter severe atherosclerosis of the aorta and iliac vessels, in connection with which the conditions for the vascular suture were quite favorable. All patients were operated with median laparotomy access. The final assessment of the local prevalence of the tumor process and its resectability was carried out only with the maximum possible tumor mobilization. At the same time access to extraperitoneally located tumor nodes began with mobilization of a large intestine on the right or left flank with preservation if possible of vessels feeding a gut. It was also mandatory to isolate large main vessels above and below the segment involved in the tumor and control them with turn-stiles. An important stage in the mobilization of the structures of the extraperitoneal space was the control of the ureters and nerve trunks – in particular the femoral nerve. The ureter on the affected side, if possible, was catheterized before surgery. Despite all the possibilities of preoperative diagnosis, the final scope of the operation became clear only during the intervention. There were no fatalities in the immediate postoperative period (within 30 days after surgery). The postoperative period occurred in 3 patients without complications, 1 of them after the combined intervention. In addition, in one case after surgery there were the following complications: pleurisy, paresis of the lower extremity on the right, intestinal paresis.

Thus, the leading complications of the postoperative period were impaired motor function of the lower extremity and perforation of the hollow organ. All these complications occurred in patients with non-radical volumes of operations due to the growth of the tumor in the bone structures. Apparently, the complications are associated with the need for surgery in a locally advanced tumor process and forced injury of the femoral nerve. Neurotropic therapy in most cases minimizes the consequences of injury to large nerves. Extended mobilization of the colon is associated with changes in blood circulation and microcirculation in this area, which in one case led to perforation of the colon.

Locally advanced tumor process in extraorganic tumors involving the main vessels of the pelvis and adjacent organs is not a reason to refuse surgery, and despite the complications, repeated recurrences and previous operations, are well tolerated by patients. This is especially important due to the lack of a real alternative to surgical treatment of this group of patients.

All operated patients were followed in the long term. Two patients died from disease progression within 20 months after non-radical surgery (leiomyosarcoma G1) and 18 months after radical resection (leiomyosarcoma G3). Three patients survived radical surgery: no progression for 34 and 9 months after removal of liposarcoma (G3) and benign schwannoma, respectively. One patient was alive for 33 months after liposarcoma (G1) removal with recurrence in the aortic bifurcation and inferior vena cava confluence, with recurrence occurring 9 months after surgery. Two patients after non-radical surgery live without progression within 14 and 9 months after removal of G1 and G3 liposarcoma, respectively. In all patients who underwent vascular prosthetics, their patency is fully preserved. Long-term results suggest that even with the non-radical nature of surgery, a long period without recurrence is possible.

Expanding the scope of operations for extraperitoneal tumors, including pelvic localization, remains a matter of debate. In our small group of patients, resection of the iliac vessels in patients with liposar-
Comas and schwannomas can be considered justified, given the good immediate and long-term results.

**Conclusions**

1. Surgical intervention in the treatment of pelvic inorganic tumors involving the main vessels is the only radical method of treatment.

2. Invasion of the main arterial and venous vessels is not a contraindication to surgery in patients with pelvic tumors.

3. Combined angioplastic interventions allow to achieve a long without recurrent period even after cytoreductive operations.
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